
Verisign Pitch Book – “Buy What?”

• Ace Your Investment Banking Interviews with Wall Street Oasis 
• Investment Banking Interview Prep Course
• Get started – go to “Courses” menu at the top of WallStreetOasis.com
• Access to all Webinars & Cases (250+ videos)
• Access to 1,000+ investment banking interview questions and over 500+ detailed answers
• Email Ivy@wallstreetoasis.com with any questions

• For 1-on-1 Mentor Sessions with Presenter (IB Mock Interviews and/or Career Coach)  
• Click on “Career Coach” under the “Career Boost” menu at top of WallStreetOasis.com to learn 

more about our mentor program and get started
• Email Ivy@wallstreetoasis.com with any questions

https://www.wallstreetoasis.com/guide/investment-banking-interview-prep-questions


2What We Will Cover Today 

•On this lecture we will do these other topics:
• Industry Overview
• Valuation – Multiples, comparable graph
• What should VRSN buy?
• What should be VRSN’s criteria? Diversification? Growth? Disruptive 

Technology? A Sound startup management team?

• Q&A
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Verisign Pitch Book – Looking 
to buy a company to park 

VRSN excess cash
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In a Nutshell – the message client MUST understand 

(otherwise you’re wasting everybody’s time)

Why should they make this deal? Because 
Verisign has excess cash bc it is overrated Wall St. 

What is the deal about? Buy a firm with excess 
cash to boost VRSN growth when market changes

Next Steps? Find a buy and close on it. But what 
should be the criteria on the “right target”



5Seeking Alpha’s view on the share

• “VeriSign has a massive moat as it controls the registry of .com 
domain names.
• The valuation is ugly even after the possible price hikes.
• Investors should wait for better days on the valuation front.”
• I.e. VRSN holds a monopoly on the .com and .net domain names. 
• So Wall Street has sent VRSN shares so high that to buy VRSN 

now is unlikely to generate gains, on a cash flow/multiples 
valuation basis. 



6When to buy and when to sell
• Analyst bought it 2017, when market price was U$88 per share.
• At the time, VRSN was negotiating its “monopoly” with 

ICANN to sell .com and .net, collecting U$ 7.85 per website.
• The analyst sold its shares at U$ 130, when the economics of 

valuation didn’t make sense to him any longer.  
• Free Cash Flows were tight, and there was little growth 

perspective beyond what was already achieved.
• That’s why we at WSO see this opportunity to use this excess 

cash to buy other growth firms, instead of just pump share 
prices by share-buyback-programs…  



7VRSN Monopoly shmopoly
• After all, VRSN cannot sell directly to users. It is a monopoly but 

you are restricted in your right to monetize this market:
• I- You cannot sell directly to consumers, thus bargaining with a 

few intermediaries - ICANN members - like GO Daddy, for 
instance. This weakens VRSN position, from a competitive 
strategy perspective, and also from a microeconomy perspective
• II- ICANN set prices for consumers but the wholesale price (e.g.) 

VRSN-Go Daddy influences the final value. So the price is fixed. 
Actually, price has not gone up since 2012 (US Dept of 
commerce ruling).
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Financials

•Revenue (FY18) – 
1.21 B
•EBITDA (FY18) – U$ 
815 M
•Operating Margin – 
63%
•Profit – U$ 583 M
•Profit Margin – 48%
•Total Cash – 1.27 B
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Financials II

• 137 Million .com domains 
out there
• Free Cash Conversion 

averaged 140% - i.e. for 
every dollar in profit, it 
makes U$ 1.4 in Cash Flow 
to give dividends and  
acquisitions
• Current TTM (trailing 

twelve months) free cash 
flow yield 3.2%
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Financials - III

•EV/EBITDA 28
•EV/Revenue 18
•P/E (forward) 34
•Market Cap U$ 

22.3 B
•EV U$ 22.86 B
•Beta (3Y 

Monthly) 0.87
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Financials VRSN

• The company yields lots of cash due to CF conversion 
rate (3.2). 
• But investors buying the share now would harvest little 

cash, due to current strong valuation.
• The main drivers of value would be a domain price hike.  
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Any Price Hike…will be all gravy 
(close to 100% in profits) as 
costs are basically flat, and 
organic growth is small 



13Wall Street Valuation
• The figures on the next slide have a high probability (as VRSN 

is a monopoly) 
• But the valuation multiple is not certain. It is set at 25 times, 5 

times below today’s number (of 30, of course).
• In addition, all FCF after CAPEX are expected to be directed to 

share buybacks, just like VRSN current policy.
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VRSN Quick- 
Valuation

From FCF, multiply by M to get 
to the Intrinsic. Divide it by No. 
of Shares to get Intrinsic/share. 
Take away Repurchase capacity 
(NI – CAPEX and Dividends) = 
shares repurchased. That will 

lead you to the final No. of 
shares, and thus to a higher VPS. 

As the shares are trading at a 
higher price, (U$ 168) its IRR is 

negative.
There is zero dividends and 

some fixed asset investment in 
the past 4 years.
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Quick 
Valuation 
leads to 
negative value

• This Wall Street “darling”, even 
after the expected price hikes 
(which are yet to be materialized)…
• Is highly unlikely to be able to 

generate value.
• Unless we change the multiple from 

30-25 to 35.
• Which is what the market seems to 

have done lately, as the share is 
currently trading at U$200.
• Hence, the only way for this share 

to create value is for the market to 
continue moving up valuation 
multiples onwards. 



16Different folks, different strokes
• This analysis has the perspective to advise folks on which shares to 

buy in order to gain wealth. 
• In reality, there is not much that can be done in terms of value 

creation in a market so over valued as the current one.
• And certainly a share like VRSN is on top of many over valuations, 

as it is a tech company (over valued market) that has a considerable 
monopoly (market loves that), with considerable market power to 
make that monopoly generate more value (yes, yes, yes)
• Thus, this confirms our thesis that this company is a money 

generating machine, but that, according to analysts, it has difficulty 
in growing, due to its stagnant position.



17Buying growth from old school firms

• Alphabet – Google, search engine (mature)
• Amazon – Online Retail (mature)
• PayPal – Payment systems for digital inclusion (Wants to sell to 

2 Billion underserved financial users (mature)
• Microsoft – No. 1 in the public cloud space, well positioned to 

hire the best engineers in the World, with a lot of capital arising 
from its oldies but goldies windows package outrageous fees…
• APPLE – Mature, hardware, phones, AI and VR
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19It ain’t cheap!
• Amazon has been in a 5 fold rally in the past 5 years…
• All the other mega tech firms have at least doubled in value in 

the past 5 years. 
• Microsoft managed to grow more than 200%
• So the question is whether these guys will continue to go up in 

value, or whether they will suffer the market correction…
• What do you think??



20Everybody goes down to Mike Tyson

• It does not matter how well position the firm is, in the short, 
medium term everybody will be suffering the market correction
• The issue is whether the firm you are spotting right now should 

be able to weather the storm due to its intrinsic strength
• A good firm will come back strong and shouldn’t suffer as much.
• And strategic long term investment shouldn’t be bothered by 

small talk and corrections. In the long run, markets will reward 
good companies
• So should VRSN try to jump in the big companies as a small 

shareholder? Maybe absorb a small division of a large company?



21Buying growth from new blood
• Synopsys – Design AI chips (the future will need that)
• Micron – chip maker that will produce memory capacity to the 

future of very large AI big data operations
• Rapid7 – Cyber security (cheap, growth)
• Splunk – Machine learning – big data
• NVIDIA – AI, undervalued (Growth)
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23Young blood
• Young blood has underperformed the Big kahunas, the fat cats 

in the market
• Except for NVIDIA, which has gone up close to 10 fold in 5 

years – triple growth every year (not compounded)
• The question is: How should we find a start up company to 

park VRSN’s excess cash and future excess cash flows 
overpriced in its shares? Specially since we know that the future 
is not so bright in terms of valuation (as cash flows are stiff 
when compared to the rest of the market). 



24Verisign Vs. Nasdaq



25Which one should we choose?
• Growth over volatility
• Large versus small
• What are the different factors we see on these firms shares
• What kind of company should VRSN purchase?
• Let’s examine its financials to be sure of what kind of stock does 

it need, in order to balance its growth… 



Q&A Session – Any Questions?

• Ace Your Investment Banking Interviews with Wall Street Oasis 
• Investment Banking Interview Prep Pack
• Get started – go to “Interview Prep” menu at top of WallStreetOasis.com
• Access to all Webinars & Cases (150+ videos)
• Access to 1,000+ investment banking interview questions and over 500+ detailed answers
• Email Ivy@wallstreetoasis.com with any questions

• For 1-on-1 Mentor Sessions with Presenter (IB Mock Interviews and/or Career Coach)  
• Use “Mentor50”Discount code in next 24 hours to get $50 Off our first hour together 
• Click on “Career Coach” under the “Career Boost” menu at top of WallStreetOasis.com to learn 

more about our mentor program and get started
• Email Ivy@wallstreetoasis.com with any questions

http://www.wallstreetoasis.com/guide/investment-banking-interview-prep-questions
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